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As the Summer season continues, so does our Story-telling project,
Travels. So far, we’ve had three very enjoyable sessions with Sophie
Partridge, Allan Sutherland and Penny Pepper, who have all contributed a
huge amount to our growing group, leading workshops in The Art of
Storytelling, Creative Writing and Publishing.
It is with much sadness that we must tell you that shortly after
coming to Salisbury Arts Centre to work with LinkUpArts, Sophie passed
away unexpectedly.
Sophie was a driving force in Disability Arts for many years; she
was a talented writer and actress and a leading activist, campaigning for
the Rights of disabled people. She was a central force in the recent battle
against saving the Independent Living Fund, a much needed grant for
disabled people, which was tragically closed in 2015.
Sophie Partridge very much enjoyed working with us at LUA and
was looking forward to returning in the future. Read on to find out more
about her work, and for more information about our remaining Travels
workshops.
www.linkuparts.org.uk
facebook.com/LinkUpArts
@LUArtists
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LUA NEWS IS goINg grEEN…
In these increasingly uncertain Economic times, LinkUpArts has decided to
move into the 21st Century and go Green!
Therefore, it is with regret that we must announce that this is our last
Newsletter with the Postal Option. To continue to receive our news, you
MUST sign up to receive our e-newsletter.
We are committed to making sure that everyone can access our
newsletter, even those without a computer. Therefore, limited copies will
be available in the Salisbury Arts Centre café to peruse or take away.
We are sorry for any inconvenience this will cause but hope you will
continue to hear our news through the e-version!
If you are on our postal list, please email admin@linkuparts.org.uk with
your name and email.
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Travels
Come and join us for Travels – our current Storytelling project with
LinkUpArts
Working with professional artists, our group are exploring and developing
essential communication skills through learning different ways of telling
and producing stories. The programme consists of 6 workshops covering
different elements of storytelling including: The Art of Storytelling,
Creative Writing, Dance/Movement, Script Writing, Publishing, Poetry,
Devising and Performance Skills. The workshops have been very
successful, and we still have places available!
Remaining Dates:
Please note the workshop programme has altered slightly since our last
newsletter. Please join us for:
15th July - Poetry with Becci Louise
22nd July - Devising/Movement with Jamie Beddard & Michele O’Brien
5th August - Performance Skills with Tam Gilbert
Time: 10.30-3.30
Venue: Salisbury
Arts Centre, Bedwin
Street SP1 3UT
Cost: FREE – Places
are limited. Please
book.
AGE: 16+
For more
information please
contact
admin@linkuparts.or
g.uk
To book your free
ticket, please
contact the
Salisbury Arts
Centre box office on
01722 321744
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Travels so far…
Our participants have a variety of writing experience coming out of the
sessions so far. Here is some of their work:

The Art of Storytelling with Sophie
Partridge
A tribute to Sophie:

I have never forgotten the first time I met Sophie. She was the hub, bright
shining pixie centre of an entourage of powerful, wheeled women.
Fierce women who advanced intimidatingly upon me, purposeful and stern,
only to pass me by without a second glance. I doubt the entourage
remembers, but Sophie did.
We were never more than acquaintances who showed up at the same gigs,
but Sophie's work fascinated me. The moment I heard about Semmersuaq, I
could hardly wait to quiz her about it. There was just something about her and
her work that struck a chord. Fine notes that echoed through me and brought
out good things in me; work I could feel delight in.
Needless to say, I admired her tremendously.
Sophie was invited to lead the first LinkUpArts Travels workshop - The Art of
Storytelling - and it was magical to spend the day with her. I was inspired to
write the attached piece - not a review, not a fiction, but the legend of a day in
Sophie's Company...
- Gini
An extract. Please see Gini’s blog for the full
version:
I believe in a person's right to create and
recreate themself. I heard myself say the
words out loud and there was power in
them. In the moment of utterance I knew
that this was another universe, the words
had opened a door and I was suddenly on
the other side. In this new universe
resided a clarity and wisdom that dazzled
my senses. I was supernaturally aware of
all the times other people had created
someone they had claimed was me and I could see how powerless they
were. These spin-off identities: amalgamations of fact, fiction and wishful
thinking, were no threat to me here. Here I was free to concoct my most
meaningful reality, free to choose the balance and weight of the words
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that would deliver my tale as faithfully as any kind of reality would allow.
My first choice was about admitting or denying my status. It had
embarrassed me, so my first instinct had been to hide it. Here in this place, I
could watch the spin-off who paraded that same fact with pride; I could
register the spin-off who built-up the part with a liberal dose of exaggeration
and I could observe the spin-off who got doxed and had withered in shame.
Here, it was abundantly clear, there need be no choice. I was all those spinoffs and I was none of them. I could embrace them all without needing to
control any one of them. Here I could draw my own lines between the
realities and might choose to adopt or abandoned them - all and altogether,
or fragmented to zero.
Fineness was a quality I was drawn to utter and define in an attempt to
communicate without boxing and shrinking the essence of fineness into a
token, superficial enough to be mine to bestow. My guide had this quality, to
a degree overwhelming in any universe but this one. My guide, this storytelling pixie workshop leader,
together with my fellow travellers,
pulled qualities from life and spun
cotton candy into the details of our
journey. We practiced spinning
alternate realities. We made and
unmade ourselves, threading
ourselves through and around each
other, always with an eye to our
guide, always aware of the fineness
we and our realities were being
nourished in.
In this universe there was no need
to define solitude. Here I could
embark on a solo journey without going alone. Here my journey was no
longer a singularity.
We ate, but food was secondary. Our laughter offered a rarer nourishment.
And the fineness blew my mind. For that day, my reality was visible fathoms
deep under sparkling ice, backlit by the purity of snow and haunted by the
tanuki. The indivisible stuff of legend and reality.
On a grey and English flavoured day,
suspended between past and future. Echo of
my own suspension between east and west (between
my grandson's pre-birthday flight to Okinawa
and the anniversary of Bedstemor's birth),
this was an unanticipated adventure
of a workshop. When, once upon a time
a child was born under northern lights, nobody
was looking into the future of her grandchild's
grandchild, no one anticipated the leap from
Nordic ice across Europe into the East.
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The little Danish girl, so much an afterthought
her older sibling inherited her, emerged
on what would become a most significant date:
Liberation day. And on liberation day
her daughter would meet the man and the beginning
of the cross-generational journey that pauses
here, in the fineness of this workshop, before
acknowledging its genetic diversity
in eastern universes, where the tanuki
promise luck to my sceptical son and his son;
to the mother who made her own way from China.
Luck for the flight, from home in Tokyo to the sun
early warmth and cooling seas of Okinawa;
luck for my three-year-old half,
soon to be four. Luck under grey sky,
where tales have the clarity of pixie dust
and tanuki travel from legend
to reality. Wild raccoon-dog
spinning multiplicity through
the art of story telling.
-

Gini

Spam
I give you a tin of spam
To make you laugh.
It is sealed and safe in its tin
It will survive a nuclear war
It promises fritters.
Look, it has a selfie on the tin
It will fit nicely in your cupboard
Take it.
I give you another tin of spam
In case you eat the first one and
The Queen comes to visit and that's
all you have left in the cupboard because they stopped your Employment and
Support Allowance because they said you were
TOO NORMAL.
Take it.
The ring pull will snap off when you try to pull it
The can opener will jam on the corners
You'll have to stab it several times with a knife
and hook it out with a coat hanger.
I give you a tin of spam
To make you laugh.
-

Angela Street
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Illustrations: The Art of Storytelling

- Deborah Caulfield
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Publishing with Penny Pepper
A publishing journey:

The sun shone and there was a buzz of anticipation in the room. Today
was not just another creative explosion, today was getting down to the
nitty-gritty of publishing. A screen covered the back wall, a technician
tweaked the computer and birdsong hiccuped through the old metalframed windows.
Checking out the clocks map on my tablet,
I see I have travelled around the world.
New York to Tokyo, with my detours
from the time line taking in Danish roots
and exotic Zambian adventures.
It changes my perspective. Changes
where I need my words and works to flourish,
where and how I think I might dream of
reaching out, under the radar of fame,
to leave footprints, works-prints for the other
unbelongers, and chance encounterers
who might feel nourished, entertained, or
curious to discover my harvest;
my ambition for the work to be seen,
read, noticed in just one more life,
everywhere,
and anywhere I've ever been.
-

Gini
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Who’S NExt?
If you’d like to get involved with the final workshops, please email
admin@linkuparts.org.uk. The workshops can be taken independently of
each other, or as a series. Take your pick!
Poetry with Becci Louise,
Saturday 15th July
Becci Louise leads the superhero double life of
teacher-by-day/poet-by-night and currently
nests in the mystical forests of Reading. She is
poet in Residence at a senior school in
Hampshire but delivers workshops wherever she
is called to do so. She performs across the South
East with her little parrot, Maya, bringing wordspower to whomever they happen to meet.
Becci was a resident artist at the Roundhouse in Camden between
2012 and 2015, where she researched and developed a show that was
granted Arts Council Funding and eventually completed a week’s run at
the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, 2015. She has worked with the creative
organisations, Apples and Snakes and SPOKE on several projects,
including workshops at the Poetry Potting Shed in Olympic Park and
Word’s A Stage at the Freeword Centre. She was the poet in residence at
prestigious poetry night, Bang Said The Gun in early 2015 and has
performed her sets at Find The Right Words in Leicester, Wise Words
Festival in Canterbury and BoxedIn, London, amongst other poetry nights
and events. In May, 2015, she delivered a TEDx talk at the University of
Kent about the importance of poetry as way of recovering from, and
healing, mental illness and was a keynote speaker at the 2016 CILIP
conference, where she spoke about the role that library spaces could play
in developing places for mental healing. Her show, A City of Foxes, has
been shown at The Roundhouse’s Last Word Festival and the Reading
Fringe Festival, where it won the Fringe award for a show that ‘moved and
impacted its audience.’ Her second show, ‘6 Ways To Break A Bird’ was
well received at the 2016 Reading Fringe Festival and received a 5 star
review from Broadsheet Boutique. Becci has recorded some of her poetry
with the Reading-based organisation, Creative People, and her work can
be downloaded from her bandcamp site (see her VIDEOS page for further
details).
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Devising/ Movement with Jamie Beddard & Michele O’Brien,
Saturday 22nd July

Jamie Beddard
Jamie is a director, writer and actor. He is
also a consultant, trainer and workshop
leader, and has worked across the arts,
educational and social sectors. He lives in
North London with partner Jo, and
children, Llewelyn (Lewi) and Willow.
Jamie became a Clore Fellow in September
2013, is currently working on an AHRC
project – ‘How can the experience of
disability infuse effective leadership?’ –
and training as a ‘Relational Dynamics’
Coach. During the Clore Fellowship, Jamie
was seconded to the Southbank, the RSA,
Channel 4 Film and the What Next?
movement.
Jamie is part of the creative team behind Extraordinary Bodies, a
collaboration between Diverse City and Cirque Bijou, and the UK’s only
integrated circus company. ‘Weighting’, their first production, was
performed in front of 4000 people against the backdrop of Exeter
Cathedral.
In 2012, Jamie directed ‘Breathe/Battle for The Winds’, a cross-art,
international collaboration, bringing together 5 companies and 80
performers. This outdoor spectacular played to 12000 people on
Weymouth beach, and was the opening event for the sailing Olympics.
Jamie left his role as Diversity Officer at the Arts Council in April 2011, to
concentrate on his freelance portfolio. He is a Senior Associate of Diverse
City, has been Associate Director of Graeae Theatre Company, co-editor
of ‘Disability Arts in London’ magazine (DAIL) and facilitated in many
higher education institutions, drama colleges and community settings. He
has worked in advisory capacities for many organisations including the
Independent Theatre Council, London Metropolitan University, the Football
League and Transport for London.
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Michele O’Brien
Michele is the daughter of publicans
who had Pubs and Clubs in the
Elephant and Castle (London) and on
the River Thames at Maidenhead.
They then settled in Penn Hill, Poole,
Dorset and as a lively 3 year old
Michele started Ballet lessons and
caught the taste and senses of the
stage at the Woodlands Hall,
Parkstone, Poole.
Michele went to Bournemouth and
Poole College where she studied
under Terry Clarke at the Jellicoe
Theatre and appeared in many
productions including Equus
Michele O’Brien then progressed to
Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts
in London where she studied with
Brendan Coyle, Max Hillman and
appeared in many productions
including Sweet Charity.
Michele O'Brien performed in Mexico with Circo Atayde, in Mexico City,
Guadalajara, Hermosa and other towns on the West Coast of Mexico.
Among high class, high flyers, clowns and elephants, Michele enjoyed
various roles as a dancing girl but nothing could top riding elephants in
the parade.
Michele O’Brien combines her experience in theatre, dance, storytelling,
pre-school work, choreography and directing to weave a rich tapestry of
skills that can be used to meet the bespoke needs of the theatre industry,
education requirements and community groups.
Michele’s latest project ‘The Spice Box’ received excellent reviews from
Poole Arts Development Department, Dorset Activate and audiences alike.
Michele’s Award-winning ‘Granny Cousins Ghost Walk of Poole Town’
continues to receive excellent reviews from audiences.
Michele won a Poole Tourism Palm Award (2004) for her one woman
guided walk – ‘Granny Cousins Ghost Walk of Poole Town’ and collected
fantastic reviews for her role in Forest Forge Theatre Company’s ‘To the
Marrow’ written by Sean Aita and Directed by David Howarth
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Performance Skills with Tam Gilbert,
Saturday 5th August
Tam is a Drama Facilitator and Actor with her
own freelance company Persuasion Arts, and
has many years’ experience in disability and
community theatre. Since graduating with a
second class honours English Degree, from
the University of Kent at Canterbury, she has
thrown herself into the world of educational
theatre and is an accomplished performer,
facilitator and writer. Tam is Co-Artistic
Director for Millstream Theatre – a company
of learning disabled actors, based at Priest’s
House Museum Wimborne.
Prior to setting up Persuasion Arts, Tam spent
9 happy years with Double Act Disability
Theatre Company, where she performed in
10 shows, learned the art of facilitating workshops and managed and
organised tours and other projects. Alongside her work with Double Act,
Tam trained for four years, as Assistant Director on the Remix Youth
Performance Company (managed by Activate Performing Arts), where she
worked alongside the Artistic Director, assisting on residencies and
leading sections of rehearsals. As the final part of her traineeship, working
in partnership with two others, Tam devised and directed a production of
Spotlight with an integrated cast of 20 young people. Spotlight was
performed in Bournemouth Pavilion's Ballroom in May 2011, as the final
showcase for the three Remix Associate Artists.
Tam has also received training from Dorset's State of Play Arts, London's
Diverse City, and Graeae, the UK's leading disabled theatre company,
with all of whom she continues to work and maintain strong links.
Tam was an Emerging Artist on Breathe (Diverse City) a project which
saw the coming together of professional disabled and non-disabled Artists
and community performers from Dorset and Brazil, to create a piece to be
performed on Weymouth beach as part of the opening ceremony of the
Olympic and Paralympic Sailing events in July 2012.
As well as her work in disability theatre, Tam has worked as an actor and
facilitator on projects with the Borough of Poole and Bournemouth's
former Theatre in Education team.
Tam is Project Managing this very project ‘Travels’ and is a LUA
Committee Member and has been the Admin & Fund-raising Assistant for
LinkUpArts.
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Remembering
Sophie Partridge
Our thanks to Disability Arts Online for allowing us to reproduce
extracts from their tribute page to Sophie on DAO…
We are still reeling from the heartbreaking news that DAO journalist and
blogger Sophie Partridge has gone from us. Our plan is to publish
responses from the disability arts sector on this page to pay tribute to one
of our key writers, artists and activists who sadly died unexpectedly on
Monday 5 June.
A tribute from Jamie Beddard
Sophie was integral and instrumental to our community and beyond;
honesty, empathy and integrity; very funny; great and quirky writer;
important warrior; brilliant detector of bullshit; unswervingly loyal; a
friend; flying high. RIP.
A tribute from DAO Editor Colin Hambrook
Sophie had been writing for DAO regularly since 2010. Her warmth and
sparkly personality shone through
the bright conversational tone that
was a hallmark of her writing. She
had a passion for theatre and dance,
and was equally excited and
supportive of newcomers as well as
the ‘old guard’ of the disability arts
scene.

Her review of Mat Fraser’s Richard
III came in the Friday before her
untimely death. Sophie always
celebrated the achievements of other
disabled artists and she was extra
delighted at seeing Mat being given
a much-deserved big role in a
mainstream production
commissioned as part of Hull City of
Culture, no less.
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Sophie always valued both the art and the disability perspective in all the
disability arts practice she reviewed for DAO and wrote with a keen
intelligence often pointing out aspects of the productions she saw that
other mainstream journals missed. She was a one-off. Irreplaceable.
Her joy and passion for theatre was balanced with a powerful sense of
justice as an activist and campaigner for disability rights. She stepped up
to the mark for the 10,000 Cuts and Counting memorial in Parliament
Square in September 2013. Organised by Occupy London, Sophie read
the words of Karen Sherlock’s own account of a 3 year battle with ATOS
after being declared fit to work, despite failing eyesight and being in need
of a kidney transplant. Sophie recognised a kindred spirit in Karen’s
testimony, warriors both.
Whether Sophie was playing the enigmatic Coral in Kaite O’Reilly’s
peeling, swanning the stage at Liberty in the Rhinestone Rollers or
rocking out with Drake Music’s Sonic Vistas she gave her roles her all and
loved every bit of it. She had an arresting presence on stage made unique
by her physicality and command of an audience. Her role as Queen Little
Limbs in Graeae’s The Limbless Knight saw a daring and plucky side to
her character, performing on a swing suspended from a frame, 20 feet
from the ground. Sophie always lived life to the full, with a strong
philosophical attitude towards the risks she took.
Her own writing for theatre – especially her Song of Semmersuaq – was
her pride and joy, always pushing herself to new artistic heights.
We will miss the joy and humanity Sophie gave to everyone who came
into contact with her. Pink Pixie was the signature she used to sign off her
correspondence. I can see her up in the spirit world now, dancing with the
Imps and the Pixies, the Fairies and Sprites.

God bless. It was a privilege to have known you. You’ll be sorely missed x

For more tributes, visit
http://disabilityarts.online/magazine/news/memory-sophie-partridge/
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by Gini
LUA News is Going Green, information photograph
Travels Flyer, designed by Gini
Group photograph - The Art of Storytelling workshop with
Sophie Partridge
Source material – The Art of Storytelling workshop with
Sophie Partridge
Illustrations: The Art of Storytelling, by Deborah Caulfield
A montage of group photographs – Publishing with Penny
Pepper. Photos by Mike Petitdemange
Becci Louise
Jamie Beddard
Michele O’Brien
Tam Gilbert
Sophie Partridge with her giant puppet ‘Semmersuaq’

Dates for the Diary
Cafe LUA (2-4pm at Salisbury Arts Centre)
Wednesday 12th July
Wednesday 13th September
Wednesday 11th October
Café LUA is a social get together for disabled artists, an informal, open
space for inspiration and discussion. However you are involved with or
interested in the arts, do come along and meet us, find out about us, and
about Disability Arts. We’d love to meet you and hear more about your
arts practice or interests. We usually meet in the café area, but specific
projects can mean we are in one of the work spaces, do ask at the Box
Office if you are in any doubt. Come and join us and find out about more
about current and future projects.
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At the heart of LinkUpArts:

For more information about the career artists
In LUAN: linkupartistsnetwork@gmail.com

NEWSLETTER FORMATS
You can receive this Newsletter in print form,
it is available in bigger type and an audio cassette. You can also download it
from salisburyartscentre.co.uk –> Resident Companies ->LinkUpArts

Gini
Creative direction
gini@linkuparts.org.uk

Administration & Fundraising
admin@linkuparts.org.uk

LinkUpArts, Salisbury Arts Centre,
Bedwin Street, Salisbury, SP1 3UT
Arts Centre Enquiries: 01722 343 020
LinkUpArts and Salisbury Arts Centre work together for the benefit of both
organisations. LUA advises and consults with Salisbury Arts Centre on its
Disability Arts programming and helps to promote the events. Salisbury Arts
Centre gives LUA its home and provides marketing and administrative
support. LUA is a strategic creative partner in Salisbury Arts Centre’s
Creative Family.
Registered office: Salisbury Arts Centre, Bedwin Street, Salisbury Wiltshire, SP1 3USt.
Edmunds Arts Trust is a company limited by guarantee, trading as Salisbury Arts Centre.
Registration no.1412263, incorporated in Wales, and a Registered Charity no. 1023945
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